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PinguinLutosa UK

As far as consumers are concerned, you can’t beat traditional mealtime favourites like bangers and
mash or fish and chips served with a portion of peas. Most, though, will never question whether the
peas are fresh or frozen or wonder how they get from field to freezer? Bulletin reporter Maria
Bracken visits PinguinLutosa’s factory in King’s Lynn, Norfolk, to find out what happens  

TO PLATE



There’s more to PinguinLutosa UK than

meets the eye. The food group, which has

production plants in the UK, Belgium,

France and China, not only grows peas, but

also freezes vegetables; everything from

beans, spinach and bamboo shoots to

more everyday items such as carrots and

broccoli. It also produces a range of potato

products such as roasts, mash, croquettes

and wedges. 

The group prides itself on meeting

customer demands in both retail and trade

and certainly achieved this back in June

when scooping silver in the best new

vegetable-based product in the BFFF

Annual Awards for its Marks & Spencer’s

broad bean, edamame bean and pea mix.

Other leading customers include Heinz,

Sainsbury’s, Northern Foods and 3663.

THE HARVESTING TECHNIQUE 

On the journey to the farm you pass acres

and acres of land growing everything from

strawberries to potatoes. But the minute

you step onto Holbeach Marsh you know

you have reached the pea field. There are

giant pod-picking machines running up

and down rows continuously to complete

their harvesting operation. 

These monster-sized pieces of

machinery, which are worth around

£330,000 and are used to process peas for

eight weeks a year, are capable of

removing the precious peas from their

pods without causing any damage.

I had to find out how. 

“The machines suck up the pea plants

into their barrels where the rotating

motion separate the peas from their pods,”

I was told by one of the growers. ” The peas

then go into a container, the pods and

stems are thrown out the back where they

will then fall to the ground to manure the

next vegetable crop.”

However time is crucial, he said.

“We harvest at a set time whatever the

weather is doing. Our lorries work all day

and night. If the crop is ready we run 24

hours a day, seven days a week.

“A lorry will go to the factory whether it

is full or not.”

I asked how the pea harvest looks for

2009. “This year has been the best year

since 2003 for growing peas, which is more

than can be said for 2008. Last year the

peas were affected by the awful weather

conditions and weren’t as sweet as usual

and were very pale in colour.”

BACK TO THE FACTORY 

There is an almost endless rush back to the

factory as each lorry packed with peas

races through the busy daytime traffic. But

peas are never wasted, even if they don’t

make it to the factory in good time.

When that happens they are still frozen

within the required time limit, but simply

won’t make the grade for the more

demanding customer. 

Lorry loads of peas arrive for processing

every 45 minutes. The yield is weighed and

recorded for the grower and a sample is

assessed for tenderness and grade.

But it is only when you reach the factory

and are met with lorry loads of peas that

the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle begin to fall

into place. The load which we had just seen

being harvested was tipped into a hopper

to begin the pea cleaning process.

Peas are passed through a flotation

washer to remove light debris, and then a

separater where a gust of air is blown

through them to remove loose leaves. 

Other stages of the process they pass

through include the ‘pod & stick’ screen; a

giant sieve designed to filter out debris

larger than the size of a pea; the integrated

blancher cooler, where the peas are

blanched to denature spoilage enzymes

then frozen; and an electronic colour

sorter, which removes material that doesn’t

closely match the standard pea colour. 

After the peas have completed their

journey they are packed and taken into the

storage room where, unlike peas in a

consumer’s freezer at home, they can

remain stored for a year or more.

TASTE TEST 

The process is constant. But it was when I

took part in the taste-testing session that

the real discussion took place. There was a

The pea cleaning process
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selection of PinguinLutosa’s Mediterranean

vegetable & potatoes mix, fish pie, made

with its own mash and peas, and a chicken

and vegetable stir fry. 

In addition there was a portion of fresh

peas from a local supermarket along with

PinguinLutosa’s frozen peas. The difference

between the two was bigger than I had

expected. 

I was not alone in thinking that the

‘fresh peas’ were small in size, bullet-like,

and pale in colour. These frozen ones were

rounder and bigger, full of flavour and

brighter and greener in colour. 

FRESH VS FROZEN

Comparing fresh and frozen products has

generated a lot of discussion, especially in

the retail market. In the consumer mind

does fresh mean better for you or is this

simply what we have been led to believe?

In fact, research has found that a pea’s

natural sugar starts to turn to starch as

soon as it has been picked. The freezing

operation, though, stops this process and

locks in all the nutrients. But you have to

be quick to make this happen.

Even the location of fresh and frozen

food in your local supermarket has a lot to

do with the way these products have

been perceived, says marketing and

innovations manager Stuart Robinson.

“You will find that the freezers full of

frozen products are always found at the

end of supermarket aisles, and the fresh

can be seen as you walk in.”

This is down to convenience, he adds.

“Frozen aisles are cold in comparison to

aisles with fresh produce, therefore

consumers generally opt for fresh rather

than frozen. Aside from this, shoppers have

usually picked up all of their goods before

they even get to the frozen aisle.”

Despite this and the credit crunch, the

frozen market is still flying high. The latest

data from TNS Worldpanel found that the

sector has burst through the £5 billion

barrier and is now worth just under £5.1

billion. Further research by the BFFF found

that it is actually more cost effective to buy

ready meals frozen alternatives than

producing dishes from ‘scratch’.

So whether you’re a regular consumer

or work in the frozen sector, next time you

see those little green peas on your plate

think about the care, cost and quality that

has gone into producing them.

PEA FACTS
• The pea season runs for six to

seven weeks, and begins

mid-June

• Peas are thought to have

originated in middle Asia

• For many years peas were

imported to the UK from Holland

and were a great delicacy

• It wasn’t until the 19th Century

that peas became more popular in

the UK as English plant breeders

developed improved varieties

• Today there are about 40,000

hectares of peas grown each year

in the UK

• The EU produces around 600,000

tonnes of peas each year

The pod-picking machine in action


